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[ 5 7] ABSTRACT 
A pin register-type device for forming indicia on a lay 
out sheet from an indicia sheet, for media reproduc 
tion purposes, comprising a slide bar to be secured to’ 
the layout sheet, a register frame for slidable engage 
ment with the slide bar for guiding the register frame, 
in a longitudinal direction, along the slide bar, to a 
predetermined desired position, and complementary 
means on the register frame and indicia sheet for ad' 
justably positioning the indicia sheet on the register 
frame in a lateral direction. 

2 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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REGISTER-TYPE DEVICE FOR USE IN FORMING 
INDICIA ON A LAYOUT SHEET FROM AN INDICIA 

SHEET _ 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to a device for use by copywrit 
ers and layout artists for forming indicia on a layout 
sheet, as for media reproduction purposes. It had here 
tofore been difficult for copywriters and layout artists 
to reproduce indicia onto the layout sheet at precisely 
the locations desired, in a simple fashion without draw 
ing pencil guidelines on the layout sheet. The invention 
achieves these objectives by the use of a slide bar to be 
secured to the layout sheet, a register frame guided for 
horizontal sliding movement and for vertical adjust 
ment on the slide bar, and an indicia sheet formed with 
pin receiving apertures adjustably mounted on the pin 
register frame for movement in a vertical direction. It 
is thus possible, pursuant to the invention, to position 
indicia on an indicia sheet at precisely the point of de 
sired reproduction onthe layout sheet without guide 
lines, and to achieve transfer of the indicia, data and art 
work by rubbing or pressing on the indicia of the indi 
cia sheet, to precisely the desired locations on the lay 
out sheet, in accurate pin, registered fashion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a register-type device, 
embodying the invention, partly broken for the sake of 
clarity showing the parts assembled, I 
FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view‘, showing the parts 

before assembly, and ' _ U ' 

FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view taken at line 3-3 
of FIG. 1, showing the parts assembled. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
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The register type device, embodying the invention, as - 
shown in the drawings, is designed for reproducing of 
lettering, designs and other data material shown exem 
plarily at 20 (FIG. 1) as appearing on indicia sheet 13, 
onto layout sheet 10. The invention comprising a slide 
bar 11 which may be secured to any suitable layout 
sheet 10, by tape or'other means 32; a register frame 
12 and the slide bar 11 are provided with complemen 
tary, rectilinear interengaging guide means which will 
enable the register frame ‘to be moved in longitudinal 
direction on the slide bar in an abscissa plane, for ex 
ample in a horizontal plane 14 (FIGfl). Said comple 
mentary guide means may comprise interengaging 
complementary ribs 16 and 17 formed on the frame 12 
and slide bar 11 which also provide means for adjusting 
the register frame laterally or vertically on the slide bar. 

The indicia sheet and register frame l3, l2 respec 
tively, are provided with apertures 19 and with register 
pins 18 for registration of the indicia-sheet on the regis 
ter frame in an ordinate or vertical plane, 15, suitable 
means such as apertures 19 being formed on the indicia 
sheet 13 toreceive the register pin 18 on register frame 
12. The latter is also provided with a medial opening 25 
so that lettering or other indicia or subject matter 20 
may be reproduced onto layout sheet 10 through open 
ing area 25 of the register frame intermediate the mar 
gins of the indicia sheet 13 to properly locate the par 
ticular subject matter 20 to be thus reproduced at pre 
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2 
cisely the desired point on layout sheet 10 without the 
use of penciled guide lines. 

Indicia 20 provided on one face, 21, of indicia sheet . 
13 may be so reproduced by providing the obverse face 
24 (FIGS. 2 and 3) of the indicia sheet, with transfer 
pressure or other sensitivity reproduction means on 
said obverse face 24, in registration ‘with said indicia. 

OPERATION OF THE INVENTION 

In operation of the device of this invention, the slide 
bar 11 is secured to the layout sheet 10 by any suitable 
means, such as shown at 32 (FIG. 1) which may be 
pressure sensitive or heat or water sensitive tapes to se 
cure the tab ends 23 of the slide bar to layout sheet 10; 

' thus slide bar may be secured and oriented to a given 
position on the layout ‘sheet. The register frame 12 is 
moved either horizontally or vertically or both on the 
slide bar 11 to the point or desired (abscissa) location 
or position on layout sheet 10 in plane 14. The indicia 
sheet 13 is then moved vertically on the register frame 
12 to the desired position on the (second) ordinate 
plane'l5. Transfer of the indicia from the the indicia 
sheet to the layout sheet is achievedvby pressing down 
or rubbing on the indicia tobe so reproduced the ob 
verse face of the sheet 13 being provided with pressure 
sensitive transfer means. The indicia is so reproduced 
from the indicia sheet through the central opening 25 
in the register frame 12. 
The pin register apertures 19 in, the indicia'sheet l3 

‘vary in size from top to bottom to middle. Where a 
small type is used; such as 10 point, the width of the pin 
register hole will be 6 point; where larger type faces are 
usedv the width of the pin register aperture will be 12 
point. The value of using the point system (printers’ 
measure) is that it clearly indicates the type size and 
may be made to fit more precisely in line with the pin 
register holes. The bottom of the pin register holes of 
thetransfer sheet will align with the type face. In some 
forms of type and in lower case letters, the bottom of 
the pin register hole will be aligned with the body of the 
type face. 

I claim: 
1. A device for use in transferring indicia onto a lay 

out sheet from a prepared indicia sheet for media re 
production purposessaid device comprising: 

a slide bar, adapted to be positioned on the layout 
sheet in predetermined orientation therewith, said 
slide bar having an exposed surface provided with 
a plurality of rectilinear guide means; 

a‘register frame mounted on said slide bar and having 
a rear surface provided with rectilinear guide 
means adapted to cooperate with the rectilinear 
guide means of said slide bar for guiding said regis 
ter framefor'adjustment in a longitudinal direction 
of movement on said slide bar and for adjusting 
said register frame laterally on said slide bar, said 
register frame having a front surface provided with 
a pair of register pins rigid therewith and having a 

_ central openingtherethrough; and 
an indicia sheet, having a series of spaced apart, reg 

ister pin receiving apertures therein arranged in 
alignment, said indicia sheet being adjustably 
mounted on said register frame with said register 
pins positioned in a pair of said apertures, the align 
ment of said register pin receiving apertures ex 
tending in a direction normal to the‘ cooperating 
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rectilinear guide means on said slide bar and said 
register frame, said indicia sheet being adjustably 
mounted on the register pins of said register frame 
for movement in a lateral direction normal to said 
longitudinal direction of movement, said indicia 
sheet having an outer face and an inner face carry 
ing pressure‘transferable indicia disposed over the 
central opening of said register frame and ‘in op 
posed relation to said layout sheet, whereby said 
indicia may be adjustably positioned in a logitudi 
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na] and in a lateral direction over said layout sheet 
and transferred to a selected location on said lay 
out sheet by applying pressure to the outer face of 
said indicia sheet over said transferable indicia. 

2. A device according to claim 1, in which said regis 
ter pins are located on opposite sides of' said central 
opening and said apertures are arranged in parallel 
alignment in the side edge portions of said indicia 
sheet. 

* a: * * * 
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